Everyone's Got A Narrative  

"Black & White" Blind  

By Steve Campiglia

I grew up in a household which valued two things above all else: Catholicism and Psychotherapy.

... and I want to thank God especially for, our ability to communicate openly on) honestly as a family...

As a teenager, I felt depressed.

In fact, the advice I recollected in therapy was quite the opposite of what God would've wanted.

Like most teenagers, I found nothing but disappointment in the pages of the Bible. It's teachings of restraint and devotion to faith were not the answers I sought; however, they were imprinted in my mind. Every pubescent thought, feeling or body hair made me think I was one step closer to ultimate damnation.

Therapy, ironically, provided nothing but further confusion...
I feel the advice I received in therapy was quite the opposite of what I expected. I found nothing but disappointment like most teenagers, I found nothing but disappointment...
Comic Book: The Horse's Home

They pay a minute fee of 1.99 each. It's pedophilically humorous because placed to the paper at a slanted curve; lesson mastery has been created into an award winning book. This secret is everyone to know, show on finding his daughter's graphic narrative in the book store. Bruce Bechdel finds his life, his cartoon, as a lonely. He tells her about his comic sequence.

The most famous comic sequence.